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This article examines the circumstances of the 
rebuilding, interior decoration and development of 
George Bubb Dodington’s Hammersmith villa. In 
the context of a change of architect and in the light 
of new archival evidence, examination is made of 
Dodington’s social and patronage networks and his 
aesthetic aspirations and a hypothesis relating to the 
commission of capriccio overdoors is re-examined. 
The change in designer was a pivotal moment; it was 
emblematic of an eclectic approach to the adoption of 
classicising architectural styles, as was the commission 
of a Doric garden pavilion, here confirmed as designed 
and built by the office of Robert Adam.

‘The villa constructed on the margin of our great river 
and in the vicinage of the metropolis affords a fine 
opportunity for a display of taste.’1

The villa at Hammersmith owned and refurbished by 
George Bubb Dodington is an unusual architectural 
refurbishment project in England of the mid 1700s 
in one particular respect – it included a sculpture 
gallery designed by a Franco-Italian architect, 
Giovanni Niccolò Servandoni. He was well-known 
in contemporary French artistic circles as the 
winner of the competition to build a new facade for 
the prestigious church of S. Sulpice in Paris; his 
innovative and thoroughly classicising solution was 
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Fig. 1. View of Brandenburg House from the river, from J.N. Brewer,  
The Beauties of England and Wales: London and Middlesex (london, 1816), vol 1, pp. 116–7.  

(Courtesy of the Library of the Society of Antiquaries of London)
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the subject of much discussion amongst academicians 

and theorists: was it ‘Greek’ or ‘roman’? More 
importantly, was it ‘French’? 2 Servandoni was also 
famous as a set designer for the Paris opéra and 
of temporary architecture erected for both public 
and private festivities.3 How he came to be working 
in England for a wealthy politician, taking over an 
existing project from the architect roger Morris, is 
one of the themes of this article. The gallery and its 
antique furnishings were the focus of this author’s 
1991 article that featured the correspondence between 
Dodington and cardinal albani relating to the 
selection and acquisition of the sculptures that were 

eventually installed.4 Here, it is the vicissitudes of the 
commission for refurbishment and the connections 
between the patron and his two architects which 
will be discussed within the broader context of mid 
eighteenth-century use of the classical model. 

New archival evidence will show that the 
patron was undecided as to how his gallery should 
be decorated at a late stage in the work, when he 
was already resident. an examination of Fulham 
parish rate books and court rolls has assisted in 
the clarification of the occupation history of the 
house. This newly revealed dating context enables 
a reconsideration of a hypothesis regarding the 

Fig. 2. Plans, in Indian ink, of two of the floors of Mr lannoy’s house at Hammersmith.  
(© British Library Board K. Top. 29.12.2.g)
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origin of the commission of a series of venetian 
paintings of English buildings: a proposal that their 
original destination was to have been this gallery 
and that they were rejected when Servandoni 
replaced Morris.5 This account hopes to show that 
George Bubb Dodington possessed a more nuanced 
approach to aesthetics – and awareness of taste – 
than is usually assumed; a later commission by him 
of the office of robert adam for the design of a fine 
Doric garden ‘temple’ reveals the breadth of his 
architectural interests.

Dodington’s money originated in his mother’s 
family; he was the heir of an uncle from whom he 
then took his surname and a magnificent country 
seat in Dorset designed and left unfinished by 
vanbrugh. at various stages in a long political career 
he came to wield, then lose, great influence over 
Frederick, Prince of Wales, and rose to prominence 
in the Navy office, making a few friends but many 
enemies. Keeping his wealth intact, he was a keen 
builder in Dorset at Eastbury, in london at Pall 
Mall and at Hammersmith, and was a member of 
the Society of Dilettanti and companion in revelry 
of Sir Francis Dashwood and Paul Whitehead at 
the Hell Fire club. He is generally presented in a 
negative light, as a self-serving political placeman, 
an overweight vulgarian and social climber, some 
if not all of which was true. after spending his 
early adulthood abroad on the Grand Tour and 
on a prestigious diplomatic posting to Spain, he 
became an MP and gained the control of several 
Dorset seats in the commons; he was ever eager 
for a peerage, which desire was fulfilled only a year 
before his death in 1762 at the age of 71.6 Despite the 
negative aspects of his character and habits, he was 
well-travelled, well-educated and as cultured and 
ambitious in matters of taste as he was in politics. 
The Hammersmith villa is not only a revelatory 
commission in itself, the gallery being a bold exercise 
in lavish roman décor set within a standard English 
Neo-Palladian building refurbishment, but it is also 
important in that it reveals the patron’s extensive and 

pan-European connections – political alliances and 
social bonds formed throughout his career at home 
and abroad.7

The house, which was given different names 
at various times, is now no longer extant.8 as ‘The 
Great House’, it was originally built for the wealthy 
merchant – and slaver – and loyal supporter of 
charles I, Sir Nicholas crispe, in the first years of 
the new reign c.1626.9 In 1705 it is described thus:10 
‘The building is very lofty, regular, and magnificent, 
after the modern manner, built with brick, cornered 
with stone, and has a handsome cupola at the top. 
It contains several large handsome rooms, very 
spacious, and finely finished.’ No view of the house 
at this period exists, but we have a ground and first 
floor plan, mentioned by John Harris (Fig. 2);11 it 
has been the object of some attention over the years, 
principally in volumes of descriptions of the environs 
of london.12 Dodington, whose occupancy will 
be examined in detail below, later gave it the ironic 
name of ‘la Trappe’ – a reference to the silent order 
of monks, so unlike his spirited and gossipy guests. 
after his death it became famous as the residence 
of Elizabeth Berkeley, lady craven, widow of the 
sixth Earl who had built craven cottage, a nearby 
riverside retreat, in 1780.13 She had married her 
lover to become the Margravine of anspach; at 
this point the name of the house was changed to 
the nobler ‘Brandenburgh House’. alterations and 
additions were made by its lady owner, who was 
both glamorous and infamous, painted by reynolds 
and romney amongst others, and entertained there 
in style until she departed for Naples in 1806.14 
Subsequently Queen caroline, the separated wife of 
King George Iv, lived at the house. It was situated 
in the gardens and orchards by the Thames on the 
Middlesex side, just south of the brook marking 
the boundary between Fulham and Hammersmith 
(Fig. 3).15 Its river front faced due west and the 
gallery was on the opposite, eastern side. 

The history of the site and the house is complex, 
but here only the early eighteenth-century ownership 
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is examined, since it is material to the discussion 
regarding the dating of Dodington’s first residence 
and the architectural refurbishment he undertook. 
In the early years of the century it was owned by 
Sir Timothy lannoy, a merchant, and was inherited 
by his son James who died in 1723.16 James had 
married Jane, daughter of Thomas Frederick, a 
wealthy resident of Downing Street.17 Jane had charge 
of the Hammersmith estate after her remarriage to 
the Duke of atholl in 1726,18 but she was anxious 
to sell the property, which had been left in trust in 
James lannoy’s will to their only child leonora; she 
petitioned the House of lords to change the trust to 
enable it to be sold.19 The atholls used the house, 
as well as a london residence, but by 1741, as noted 
in the parish rate books, it was empty;20 the couple 
then separated and the Duke went to Scotland with 
the army.21 combining the rate book evidence with 
details from court documents, some clarity emerges. 
The petition by the Duchess to the House of lords 
was in 1736 and the hearing in November 1742, when 

her daughter leonora had come of age.22 The lord 
chancellor gave his written opinion then that the 
house should be sold; it was already empty, as we have 
seen, and remained so until early 1748; the rate books 
and court roll then show Dodington as the resident.23 

The fact that it was habitable by that time implies 
that the principal part of the work at the house was 
already completed.24 

dodington’s architectural projects  
and frederick, prince of wales

Early in the 1730s Dodington established a 
connection with roger Morris, the pupil of colen 
campbell and collaborator of the ‘architect Earl’ 
of Pembroke. Morris was given the commission to 
design the Dodington town house in Pall Mall in 
1731–2.25 This coincided with the purchase and then 
refurbishment of neighbouring carlton House by 
the Prince of Wales; Dodington lent Frederick £5000 
towards the cost of buying it from lord Burlington.26 
Both Frederick and Dodington had good reason 
to foster their mutual connection; the former 
needed money, the latter acted in the hope of future 
influence. Morris was Dodington’s chosen man; 
after both the architect and patron had returned 
from a tour in Italy in 1732–3, possibly together,27 he 
completed interiors for Dodington’s Dorset country 
seat, Eastbury Park, which had been left unfinished 
by vanbrugh. It is therefore natural that Dodington 
should turn to Morris for a villa design when the 
time was right. 

It is likely that his interest in acquiring another 
property dated from December 1744, when he gained 
the lucrative and prestigious post of Treasurer of 
the Navy and had money to spend on building 
and refurbishment.28 creating a stylish suburban 
villa was part of his networking strategy: to live 
in an aristocratic manner in the countryside yet 
conveniently close to Westminster, surrounded 
by the houses of royalty and nobility, vigorously 

Fig. 3. An Exact Survey of the citys of London Westminster 
ye Borough of Southwark and the Country near ten miles 

round, J. rocque 1746 (detail). (Wikimedia commons)
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pursuing social interactions with a varied and 
international circle while pushing hard for a 
peerage.29 His urgent drive for preferment and the 
complexity of factional politics strained his relations 
with the Prince, but he was aware of the need to ‘play 
both sides’ in case of an early accession by Frederick 
– there was a rapprochement at the time of the work 
at Hammersmith. Frederick was often at Kew, in 
a house designed by Kent, and Dodington visited 
him there.30 By 1750, the quid pro quo between 
the two was art, more specifically the services of 
Servandoni, then working for Dodington.31 Francis 
vivian is in no doubt that Frederick wanted for Kew 
what Dodington was building at Hammersmith 
– a sculpture gallery: ‘Frederick was anxious to 
retain his [Servandoni’s] services at this time. The 
best way, clearly, was through Dodington.’ 32 as 
Dodington diary’s recounts, the years 1749–51 were 
full of planning for the presumed-to-be imminent 
accession to the throne, and he was brokering deals 
for future employment for himself and his friends, 
including his close associates Sir Francis Dashwood 
and Henry Furnese, who were to be found often at 
his houses, both in london and the country.33 The 
hopes of many were dashed by Prince Frederick’s 
sudden death in 1751.

roger Morris made designs for the 
refurbishment for the house at Hammersmith, 
aiming for the effect of Palladian symmetry he 
had created earlier in his career, for example in 
designing Marble Hill at Twickenham.34 The 
Morris interventions for Dodington resulted in a 
major reworking and regularisation of the Jacobean 
brick house, changing it into a neo-Palladian villa 
(compare figs. 2 and 4). The exteriors were stuccoed 
and the interior disposition of rooms on both floors 
was altered. He inserted two staircases and placed 
them in the centre of the house and articulated the 
ground floor spaces with columned screens; on the 
first floor he laid out a salon facing the river. The 
existing gallery on the opposite side of the house was 
also amplified and reordered more symmetrically. 

That Servandoni then took over as architect at 
la Trappe is clearly attested by the attribution of 
the interior elevation of the east wall of the gallery, 
published in Vitruvius Britannicus.35 The plans and 
elevation of the river façade were given to Morris, 
whose role was almost certainly reduced during 1748 
since he died in January of the next year.36

a connection made with Morris during his 
first london period may have helped to bring 
Servandoni to the project. as young men – they were 
exact contemporaries, born in 1695 – Servandoni 
and Morris worked at neighbouring houses in old 
Burlington Street in 1722–3 and would have come into 
contact there.37 Dodington no doubt was aware that, 

Fig. 4. Plan of ground and first floor at la Trappe, 
Vitruvius Britannicus vol Iv pl. 26.
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with Servandoni as the new architect at his villa, he 
would have an artist whose extravagant Italianate style 
chimed well with his personal tastes, so he secured 
his services. Servandoni proposed antique statues 
and supplied large French mirrors for the gallery, 
thereby changing the artistic direction of the interior 
towards roman marble magnificence and away from 
the restrained English version of Palladianism.38 
as Dodington wrote to cardinal albani in May 
1750:39: ‘J’ay aupres de moy un Nommé Servandoni 
qui s’est assez fait connnaître en de la des Monts, 
comme architecte qui me paroit, dans la Stérilité des 
Sciences où nous vivons, d’avoir du Genie. Il établit 
ma Galerie.’ Dodington’s comment on the sterile 
state of affairs in the ‘sciences’ in England (in the 
French meaning, including the arts and architecture) 
here echoes the opinions of the French critic abbé 
le Blanc whose visit to England in the late 1740s 
led to the publication of a famous epistolary tirade 
against the state of the arts in England as compared to 
France.40 He wrote: 

‘you are acquainted with the vitruvius Britannicus 
…. don’t you think the author of that work has had 
all the remarkable buildings in England designed and 
engraved on purpose to show us that architecture is a 
science which is not yet naturalised here? It is one of 
those that depend on taste and therefore may be still a 
long time foreign in this island.’

The sculptures for the gallery have already been 
studied,41 but that was not the only interior lavishly 
decorated for Dodington. The salon on the river 
front was the setting for a chimneypiece whose 
design was clearly prompted by the proximity of 
the Thames: ‘The state drawing-room … is 38 feet 
by 23, and 30 feet in height … the ceiling of this 
room was painted for lord Melcombe [Dodington], 
by whom also the very costly chimney-piece, 
representing (in white marble) the marriage of the 
Thames and Isis, was put up.’ 42 There was another 
chimneypiece for the bedroom suite made in marble 
imitating icicles.43 other decorative details are often 
mentioned whenever Dodington is discussed, in 

order to ridicule him; they need not be repeated – 
suffice it to say he spared no expense to glamourise 
the decor. But before addressing the hypothesis 
relating to the original interior design, the complex 
social and patronage context around Dodington 
connecting his architects, his neighbours and his 
friends abroad needs to be explored.

charles frederick and the  
green park fireworks project

The former crispe/lannoy estate was extensive, 
and on part of it, to the south of the original ‘Great 
House’, was another house owned by a member of 
the Frederick family: charles, later Sir charles, a 
nephew of Jane, Duchess of atholl mentioned above. 
He was a noted antiquary and officer of the Board of 
the ordnance.44 It is very likely that Dodington knew 
this distinguished and wealthy family, either before 
or after the work began at la Trappe – charles 
Frederick had been in rome at the same time as 
Dodington’s close friend Sir Francis Dashwood.45 
Frederick had sat to the painter andrea casali in 
rome in 1738, and was one of those who encouraged 
him to come to live and work in london.46 Ten years 
later, as part of his role at the Board of ordnance, 
charles Frederick organised the fireworks display 
for the Peace of aix-la-chapelle. This was formally 
signed in october 1748 and the design of the 
structure was soon settled; construction began 
on 7 November 1748.47 Frederick’s protégé casali 
had an important role as one of the four artists 
working on the huge ‘Machine’ built in Green 
Park, designed by Servandoni who had recently 
arrived in England.48 The other artists employed 
were andrea Soldi and andien de clermont.49 In 
addition, the Master carpenter of the ordnance 
since 1734, who would have been responsible for the 
design of the framework of the building, was none 
other than roger Morris.50 So, as well as working for 
Dodington, both Morris and Servandoni had roles 
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in the fireworks design; we can now see a web of 
connections forming – the arrival of Servandoni in 
February 1747 was a catalyst for several projects. 

Servandoni’s second English period is better 
documented than his first in the 1720s. He arrived in 
london at a time in his career when his position in 
Paris was no longer secure. He had been replaced as 
Premier Peintre Décorateur at the opéra by François 
Boucher, while in architecture his major work, the 
facade of the church of S. Sulpice, paused after 
the completion of the first two levels in June 1745. 
He was looking elsewhere for commissions and so 
travelled to lisbon.51 There he made contact with 
the wealthy group of traders, the English Factory, 
who commissioned him to design a temporary 
festival hall in celebration of the victory at culloden 
in 1745.52 This prestigious British commission 
led him to london where he was employed as set 
designer at covent Garden Theatre, then flourishing 
under the management of John rich.53 Servandoni’s 
fame as designer in Paris would have preceded 
him to london, thanks particularly to the account 
in the Gentleman’s Magazine of the lisbon fête. 
These circumstances led to his employment for 
the fireworks design by Frederick and may also 
explain how he was chosen as architect by the latter’s 
Hammersmith neighbour Dodington. Thanks to 
some recently discovered letters, more evidence can 
be added that dates Dodington’s occupation of the 
villa and reveals his indecision regarding the way to 
finish the gallery; exactly the situation that would 
pertain when a new designer joined an ongoing 
project. The departure of Morris and arrival of 
Servandoni was the stimulus for the replacement 
of any pre-existing interior plan; the possibility of 
that plan including the incorporation of overdoor 
paintings into the gallery will be discussed below. 

Dodington, having been envoy in Madrid and 
well-travelled in Italy, had a wide international 
correspondence. one of his regular correspondents 
was the Florentine Marchese abbate antonio 
Niccolini (1701–1769)54; Dodington probably first 

met Niccolini during his stay in Florence in 1732.55 
The Marchese then came to England and spent 
nearly two years here, apparently in exile from the 
court, between 1746 and the end of June 1748; he 
then returned to Florence. While in london, he 
kept company with the Whig opposition to the King 
– notably Dodington – and his circle also included 
some individuals already mentioned: lord Pembroke 
and charles Frederick. In June 1747, Walpole wrote 
to Mann: ‘Niccolini, who is next to [the duchess of 
Queensbury] in absurdity and importance, is gone 
electioneering with Doddington.’ 56 In the archivio 
Niccolini in Florence there are many letters from 
Dodington dating from Niccolini’s return to Italy. 
Mostly on the subject of politics, both British and 
continental, some references are made in these 
letters to domestic and artistic matters. 

crucial for the dating of works at the house in 
Hammersmith is a letter written on 22 May 1748 
which Dodington concludes by saying: ‘N’oubliez 
pas la galerie et si le hasard vous présente quelque 
Moyen de l’achever et de l’embellir a des conditions 
qui soient de ma portée’.57 That he talks here about 
‘finishing and embellishment’, already in May 
1748, suggests that the structure of the gallery is 
complete and it lacks only its decoration. In another 
letter, from March 1749 (N.S.) Dodington writes 
to Niccolini from Hammersmith itself, offering 
him accommodation in his villa should he need to 
return to london in the near future: ‘vous trouverez 
à Hammersmith & a Eastbury, vous et votre 
Domestiques, un appartement propre & commode 
au moins pour trois Quarts de l’annee’.58 offering to 
host the Marchese and his entourage for an extended 
period means that Dodington was certainly settled in 
at the villa by this date. 

By mid 1748, the date of the first of these letters, 
Servandoni had been in london for over a year; 
he and Dodington had met by then – perhaps 
through Morris, charles Frederick or indeed via 
Niccolini, recently in England and, like Servandoni, 
a Florentine by birth. No doubt the architect 
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suggested to Dodington ways in which the gallery 
could be made more dramatic, more ‘roman’, the 
development of the patron’s taste matching his high 
ambitions and deep pockets. The reference in this 
letter to the gallery marks the point at which, under 
Servandoni’s influence, Dodington was ready to 
fully embrace roman taste. as noted by Walpole in 
letters exchanged with Horace Mann in Florence, the 
magnificent inlaid marble floor ordered at this time, 
designed in England – it is likely that Servandoni was 
responsible 59 – was manufactured in Florence and 
took a long time to complete.60 Mann commented 
to Dodington: ‘The fame of your pavement since it 
has been publicly seen has been spread in these parts 
… all agree that … it excels that of the Barbarini 
[sic] Palace at rome.’61 In addition, the accent of the 
gallery became even more aspirationally classical once 
the antique marble statues acquired after 1750 via 
cardinal albani were added to the overall concept.

the case for a dodington commission  
for the visentini paintings

The evidence presented here leads to the conclusion 
that the newly-refurbished house was occupied 
earlier than previously assumed by scholars, 
including Harris;62 crucially this implies that the 
planning between patron and architect must also 
have taken place earlier. Harris suggested that 
Dodington’s original idea had been to include 
eleven overdoors showing English Neo-Palladian 
buildings into an interior decorative scheme, highly 
appropriate for the style that Morris followed in the 
design of the exterior.63 The paintings, in which 
the architecture is painted by venetian veduta 
artist antonio visentini, with backgrounds and 
staffage by Francesco Zuccarelli, are an array of 
notable English buildings, including Burlington 
House, Stourhead and Somerset House; 64 these 
Palladian and classically-inspired buildings are 

Fig. 5. antonio visentini and Francesco Zuccarelli, View of the Pavilion or Bagnio at Eastbury, 1746.  
(Royal Collection Trust / © HM Queen Elizabeth II 2017)
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shown situated in imaginary Italian rural settings, 
a visual disjunct common in the genre of capriccio 
view paintings. Harris proposed that the pictures, 
although painted in venice, may not in fact have 
been destined for consul Smith for one of his homes 
(the villa at Mogliano or the palazzo in venice) 65 
but were a commission by Dodington, stimulated 
by his association with roger Morris during their 
Grand Tour travels to Italy in the early 1730s.66 
as decorative view paintings they would work 
particularly well for a residence in a countryside 
location, as Hammersmith was at the time. 

Harris’s argument for the Dodington connection 
is based around the presence of a group of drawings 
and prints at the back of a volume of architectural 
drawings at Windsor by visentini.67 They include 
drawings by roger Morris: the Bridge at Wilton, 
Eastbury and one of a triumphal arch for the park 
there; also included is a copy of vertue’s print of the 

1749 fireworks display designed by Servandoni. Harris 
references the scholarship of anthony Blunt amongst 
others who had already connected the Windsor 
drawings to the overdoors, and traces the connection 
between roger Morris and Dodington in the 1730s.68 
He notes that even though most of the pictures are of 
buildings included in Vitruvius Britannicus and are 
painted based on the plates, for two of them the highly 
unusual subject-matter is only really appropriate if the 
series were to have been a Dodington commission; 
the View of the Pavilion or Bagnio at Eastbury (Fig. 5) 
and the Landscape with a Triumphal Arch to George II 
(Fig. 6) make full sense only in this context.69 In 
his discussion, Harris argued persuasively for the 
connection between Morris and Dodington and 
importance of the drawings the architect made for 
Eastbury while in Italy, particularly those including 
the triumphal arch (Fig. 7).70 In the end, he ruled out 
the drawings as providing a definitive answer to the 

Fig. 6. antonio visentini and Francesco Zuccarelli, Landscape with a Triumphal Arch to George II, 1746.  
(Royal Collection Trust / © HM Queen Elizabeth II 2017)
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conundrum of the paintings’ original commission, 
since the presumed date of Dodington’s arrival at the 
villa – 1749 – is not compatible with the 1746 date that 
appears, along with the signature, on several of the 
paintings.71 However, taking into consideration the 
fact that the house was built, if not completely fitted 
out, by early 1748 (meaning that the first plans for the 
refurbishment must have been made at least a year 
earlier) it is in fact quite possible that the visentinis 

had been originally intended to decorate the gallery 
at Hammersmith but were set aside when the patron 
changed his mind, consequent to the change of 
architect; hence they remained with consul Smith  
in venice.72 

Whilst acknowledging the weight of scholarship 
that points to the commission of these paintings by 
Smith (principally based on his earlier commission 
of canaletto to paint a set of thirteen overdoors 

Fig. 7 Triumphal arch for Eastbury, roger Morris, visentini volume 187, 10570.  
(Royal Collection Trust / © HM Queen Elizabeth II 2017)
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depicting – mainly but not exclusively – venetian 
buildings by Palladio), 73 it is nevertheless worth 
exploring how the English set might have worked in 
the decoration of the Hammersmith gallery.74 The 
published plan and elevation (Figs. 8 and 9) can be 
used to sketch a hypothesis for the arrangement of 
the paintings; this is elaborated in the appendix. 
Irrespective of the origin of the commission, these 
intriguing landscapes can be viewed as an intellectual 

exercise in promotion of the Neo-Palladian reform 
of architecture in England, or as a celebration of 
its fruits. In the latter case, the pictures would have 
functioned as bella figura pieces for Dodington: the 
fame of some of the best recent English buildings 
reflecting their glory on him. In the time-honoured 
tradition of emulating canonical examples they would 
have added lustre, affirmed his own taste, and acted 
as a homage to the memory of his Italian travels.

Fig. 9. Elevation of gallery at la Trappe highlighting the panels;  
Vitruvius Britannicus vol. Iv pl. 28-9. (author’s photograph and annotations)

Central
1 Triumphal arch
2 Wilton Bridge
3 Pavilion at Whitehall [?]

Right side
4 Mereworth
6 General Wade’s house
8 Stourhead bagnio and 

Chiswick temple
10 Lindsay House

Left side
5 Burlington House
7 Banqueting House
9 Bagnio at Eastbury
11 Old Somerset House

Sicillian jasper 
monolithic columns

Garden front faces eastFig. 8. Plan of first floor at la 
Trappe, Vitruvius Britannicus 
vol Iv pl. 26. (author’s 
photograph and annotations)
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george bubb dodington –  
an eclectic neo-classicist?

The evidence for a Dodington origin for the 
commission of the overdoors remains circumstantial, 
despite the newly discovered sources on dating; the 
case has been re-examined here to point out what the 
1748 interior design revolution may have involved. 
That there was a significant development in taste is 
clear; Dodington became attracted by a more full-
bodied and authentic continental classicism than 
that offered by the typically diluted English Neo-
Palladianism. 

Bearing witness to even further diversity in his 
architectural taste is the suite of nine drawings for a 
garden pavilion drawn by the office of robert adam 
in 1762.75 We know that there were extensive gardens 
laid out at la Trappe; apart from the area near the 
house, further parcels of land – associated with, but 
separate from, the property – are referenced, the 
title of which came to Dodington in June 1748. The 
gardens also feature in the advertisement for the 
christie’s sale of the estate after the death of Thomas 
Wyndham, Dodington’s heir.76 These drawings, 
probably in the hand of adam office draughtsman 

Fig. 10. Possibly agostino Brunias, Design for finishing the Door Side of a Circular Room  
For the Honble The Lord Melcombe In his Lordships Garden near Hammersmith, 1762,  

SM adam volume 19/125. (© Sir John Soane’s Museum, London 2017)
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appendix – hypothesis for the  
arrangement of the visentini pictures

We can assume the existence of overdoor wall panels 
– onto which the pictures could have been hung – 
opposite the panels below the frieze, as shown on the 
interior elevation in Vitruvius Britannicus. Based on 
the scale, these panels would measure approx. 60 in. 
wide and 24 in. high, that is, 155  60 cm. This is 
slightly larger than the paintings which are mostly 
c.130  80 cm. The measurements cannot be exact; 
nevertheless they are close and the overall layout 
tallies with the three distinct types of composition 
found within the set: central, right and left hand 
arrangement.

The doors into the two flanking rooms and 
onto the central hall would have suited the centrally 
planned images: the ‘Triumphal arch’ (no. 1) is 
fitting for the main entrance leading from the gallery 
through the hall to the salon, with the image of 
King George II on horseback perched on the arch, 
dominating the room; with ‘Wilton bridge’ (no. 2) 
also a centrally planned composition and perhaps 
‘Whitehall pavilion’ (no. 3) above the side doors. 
The composition of the latter picture is not verifiable 
as it is lost.80 

The positioning of the buildings depicted in 
the remainder of the paintings – half of them have 
the buildings on the right, the other half on the 
left – makes sense visually when arranged as in the 
annotated plans (Figs. 8 and 9); since the gallery 
faced due east, the shadows cast across the buildings 

agostino Brunias, are for a circular Doric temple-
pavilion with a rectangular portico; its precise 
location in the gardens is not known. There are two 
ceiling designs, three elevations of the room, one with 
chimney piece and one with door case, and a portico 
ceiling (Fig. 10). a comparison between these designs 
and that of the ceiling of the gallery as shown in 
Vitruvius Britannicus reveals no echoing of specific 
stylistic features from the villa to the pavilion; the 
patron was not looking to the adam office to produce 
a design in harmony with the work done fifteen years 
previously by Morris or by Servandoni, but rather to 
build something rich and fine in the ‘house style’.77 
These drawings reveal that Dodington followed 
fashion in architecture well after the house was rebuilt 
and its interior decorated. at la Trappe his taste 
embraced a wide range of Neoclassical design – from 
the demure Neo-Palladian, through the bold roman 
to the educated, elegant classicism that was the 
hallmark of the adam office. 

George Bubb Dodington’s patronage at 
Hammersmith exemplifies a type of aspirational 
display associated with the rising nouveaux-riches 
breaking into the established political and social 
elite, a rise aided by money and connections made 
abroad, primarily on the tour in Italy. although 
Dodington was no ‘architect-nobleman’ like 
lords Burlington or Pembroke – he was not a 
true aristocrat and not an innovator, nor even a 
connoisseur – certainly and self-consciously he 
aimed to acquire and display ‘Taste’, using both 
objects and architecture to this end.78 The breadth 
and range of his classicising leanings as expressed 
in his architectural commissioning is notable and 
reveals that eighteenth-century taste cannot be 
pigeonholed by outdated stylistic boundaries, an 
argument so ably put by the late Giles Worsley.79 
Dodington’s commissioning can be seen as a 
snapshot of the way that changing tastes in design, 
developed via interconnecting social and political 
networks, affected existing architectural projects. 
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also fit. In addition, there are clear pairings between 
the pictures, suggested by Munz.81 The plan here 
includes other interior design features mentioned in 
the accounts of the house. 

right hand side:  
 no. 4. Mereworth 
 no. 6. General Wade’s house 
 no. 8. Stourhead bagnio 
 no. 10. lindsay House

left hand side: 
 no. 5. Burlington House 
 no. 7. Banqueting House 
 no. 9. Bagnio at Eastbury 
 no. 11. old Somerset House
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